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Case Study: Rakuten 

 

 

This case study is based on an interview with Yuki Yokosawa at Rakuten Farm, Megumi Sakita at Earth Mall and Julien 

Boisseau, Senior Manager, Corporate Sustainability Section at Rakuten along with publicly available information. The 

information in this case study does not necessarily reflect the views of UNEP, WWF or GlobeScan but aims to highlight 

and explain the approach of Rakuten in communicating food sustainability to consumers.  

 

Rakuten Group, Inc. is a Japanese technology company providing a range of services in e-commerce, fintech, ad tech, 
digital content and communications, founded in 1997. Rakuten Ichiba is one of the largest online shopping marketplaces 
in Japan and provides a platform for 55,000 merchants selling a diverse range of products from food to homeware and 
beauty products. 

Launched in April 2017, Rakuten Farm is a platform focusing on organic food produced in Japan. The launch of Earth 
Mall with Rakuten followed in 2018. Earth Mall highlights a selection of Rakuten Ichiba’s sustainable products to 
consumers.  

 

Objectives  
 

The objective of Rakuten Farm is to grow the market for organic Japanese produce, thereby supporting a shift to more 
organic Japanese agriculture, revitalising communities and making organic products more accessible to consumers. 
Rakuten Farm grows its own products and also lists those grown by other producers.  

Earth Mall with Rakuten aims to make it easy for Japanese consumers to find and purchase sustainable products online. 
The site also seeks to increase consumer understanding of sustainability and how individuals can use their purchasing 
power towards more sustainable consumption. The platform was launched following an internal materiality assessment 
in which Rakuten decided to focus more on promoting Goal 12 of the Sustainable Development Goals, ‘Responsible 
Production and Consumption.’ 

 

Approach 
 

Scope and Visual Tools  

 

Earth Mall with Rakuten currently lists approximately 130,000 products (as of January 2022), ranging from food to 
cleaning products to housewares. The selection of products listed on Earth Mall is based on three criteria:  

● Solution to social/environmental issues – does the product have a positive impact and provide a solution to a social 
or environmental challenge? Products are identified as sustainable based on their performance in the following 
areas: fair trade, organic, sustainable seafood source, eco-friendly or responsible source, animal welfare, regional 
revitalisation, social contribution and diversity.  



● Facts to back it up – can the positive impact of the product be proven with evidence? The use of third-party 
certification labels is key and Earth Mall highlights eight certifications in particular: ASC (Aquaculture Stewardship 
Council), Fairtrade International, FSC (Forest Stewardship Council), GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard), MSC 
(Marine Stewardship Council), Organic JAS (Organic Japanese Agricultural Standards), Rainforest Alliance and 
RSPO (Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil). Not all products listed carry a certification as some areas, such as 
diversity or regional revitalisation, are not covered by certifications. In such cases, Rakuten assesses the 
sustainability performance of a given product and the evidence to support that performance. 

● Fun – Earth Mall aims to choose sustainable products that deliver joy through shopping. This aligns with Rakuten 
Ichiba’s overall approach to consumer communications and its goal for shopping to be entertaining. 

 

Rakuten Farm focuses on organic or sustainably produced Japanese agricultural produce, specifically vegetables and 
fruit. In most cases, products carry the Organic JAS (Japanese Agricultural Standards) label. In other cases, the product 
may not be certified organic but is deemed by Rakuten to be sustainably produced in other ways, as described above. 

 

Channels and Audiences 

 

As a technology company, Rakuten relies heavily on its online presence to communicate to consumers. As one of the 
largest online shopping platforms in Japan, the Rakuten Ichiba marketplace is accessed by millions of people on a 
regular basis. Both Earth Mall with Rakuten and Rakuten Farm can be reached via the Rakuten Ichiba homepage, 
ensuring visibility to consumers, while Rakuten Farm is also listed as a merchant when shoppers search for fresh 
produce on Rakuten Ichiba. 

Once users click through, both Earth Mall and Rakuten Farm profile sustainable products on the homepages of their 
respective websites, making it easy for consumers to see sustainable options immediately when they land on the site.  

Visitors to the Earth Mall with Rakuten website are also able to search and filter by product categories and/or certification 
labels, which are listed with visuals on the left hand side of the webpage. There are also articles on the site about 
sustainability and how to choose more responsible products, including a “Sustainable Shopping Guide” for consumers 
who would like more information about what to look for.  

Rakuten Farm profiles sustainable products alongside their sustainable food subscription service, while also providing 
background information about sustainable agriculture through articles and website pages, for those who would like to 
know more. In particular, consumers can click through to visit “NōuMusubi”, an online magazine site developed by 
Rakuten Farm covering agricultural, organic and sustainability topics and other articles of interest.  

As such, both Earth Mall and Rakuten Farm are layering information for consumers, making it easy for people to find 
sustainable, organic or certified products, while also offering details for those who are more keenly interested. Both 
platforms aim to reach a wide audience, to help educate consumers about more responsible consumption. 

 

Messaging 

 

In line with Rakuten Ichiba’s slogan, “Shopping is Entertainment!”, Rakuten explicitly focuses on making sustainable 
product choices fun and its communications reflect this. 

Both platforms rely on a mix of factual messaging, often using third-party certifications, and a more emotional storytelling 
approach.  

On Rakuten Farm’s “NōuMusubi” site, for example, there are interviews and articles written by farmers and factory 
workers, telling the story of where products come from, showing a human side of the story to shoppers. Earth Mall with 
Rakuten carries similar articles, featuring interviews with the makers of products to encourage consumer engagement 
and increase transparency. 

 

Partnerships 

 

Both Earth Mall with Rakuten and Rakuten Farm partner with local governments to help promote sustainable 
consumption. Rakuten Farm, for example, works with local governments on educational and PR activities to promote 
the locally grown produce sold on its platform.  

Earth Mall also occasionally partners with international certification bodies on joint marketing. For example, to promote 
Fair Trade Month in Japan, Earth Mall highlights Fair Trade certified products on its site and provides shoppers with 
more information and stories about Fair Trade certification. 

 

https://event.rakuten.co.jp/earthmall/
https://event.rakuten.co.jp/earthmall/shopping-guide/?l-id=earthmall_pc_top_headmenu_shopping-guide


Measuring Success  
 

Both sites have grown since their initial launch, indicating consumer appetite for more responsible products. Earth Mall 
with Rakuten launched in late 2018 with 7,000 products listed and it now carries 130,000 products. Between 2020 and 
2021, Rakuten recorded a 4.5-times increase in the number of users of the Earth Mall platform.  

Both Earth Mall and Rakuten Farm review consumer feedback, including ratings given to products purchased, and make 
adjustments to available stock when necessary. 

 

Challenges   
 

One of the challenges faced by Rakuten when communicating food sustainability is how to convey the range of different 
relevant issues. Through Earth Mall, Rakuten aims to communicate a holistic view of sustainable products including 
attributes like organic, Fair Trade and animal welfare, and its Sustainable Shopping Guide aims to make this clearer for 
consumers. These articles are also useful for merchants who list products for sale on the site and help to raise general 
awareness of sustainable consumption across the industry.  

A similar challenge facing Rakuten Farm is the relatively low level of understanding of organic produce in Japan – 
Rakuten believes that many people primarily connect organic production with consumer health benefits, rather than 
ecological benefits. Compounding this challenge is the price difference between organic and non-organic products, the 
reasons for which are often not clear to the end consumer. To overcome this, Rakuten Farm’s “Nōu Musubi” site aims 
to make organic production more transparent, so that the benefits of organic production can be better understood.  

 

Guidelines  
 

Rakuten Group has internal guidelines for consumer communications and involves both its Corporate Communications 

Department and Legal Department to ensure credibility of information. 

 

Looking ahead 
 
Looking forward, Rakuten expects awareness of socially and environmentally responsible consumption to increase in 

Japan. The company aims to keep meeting this demand by listing more sustainable products and by providing more 

product transparency through both Earth Mall with Rakuten and Rakuten Farm, both using third-party certifications and 

more holistic assessments, empowering consumers to live up to their values and make more responsible shopping 

decisions

 

 

https://agriculture.rakuten.co.jp/noumusubi/?l-id=top_bnr_noumusubi

